Adding Assignments:
Click on Add an Assignment below the
Assignment Area.

On this screen you will add your assignment
by:

1. Enter a description for the assignment.
2. Click on the drop down window for the “Assignment Type:” box and make your
selection. These are the assignment types that you created before.
3. Enter Date Assigned and Due The Date Due is most important. Make sure it is
within the grading period for which you want it to be averaged.
4. Enter the total number possible points for the assignment.
5. Sequence allows you to order the assignments you have assigned for the same
day, that way you can see certain assignments first in the assignment area. Most

people ignore this.

7. Enter the weight of the assignment. The default is 1. (This allows you to weight
individual assignments.)
Other options:
8. You can post this assignment to the website (if parent access is in place in your
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district).
9. You can eliminate the assignment from the students’ averages by clicking in the
box
10. You also have the option of copying this assignment to your other classes by
simply clicking on the click boxes and clicking on save.

Entering Grades for you assignment
After you save your assignment: You will now have 3 tabs across the top
Entering Indicators for
Assignments: This is an
optional step.
You can add indicators for that
assignment if you wish. Click on
the Indicator Tab. These are
State Standards.

Enter Marks

To enter Marks for an assignment simply click on the Marks Tab. At this point you
can enter the Mark (grade) of the Assignment. On the screen shot the students

have received 10 out of 10 points.

Options:
 You can also click if the assignment is missing, counts as a zero or if it is to be
excluded from the calculations, does not calculate in final grade.
 If you mark an assignment missing, it will show on the class dashboard beside
the student name!
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You can also add a comment about the mark or the assignment if you want. This
is an individual comment for that assignment. Printed reports will show it and it
will be seen on Parent Access.

Grade book grid:

The Grade book grid is a more traditional view of your
grade book. There will be a shortcut to it on the dark blue ribbon.













You can also enter
grades on it. As soon as
1 grade is entered, you
should see an average.
You can go to Create an
Assignment from this
screen.
Click on the shortcut
at the top of each
column to go back to
that assignments info.
It will show the
current day attendance
and an area for daily
comments.
Note the color code
for squares in the grid.
The past due feature is
new, showing marks
left blank on the
In the pink box at the
bottom of the screen
you can adjust the page
for display features
that meet your
personal needs.
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